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E D I T O R I A L

As an international institute, NASA needs to maintain continuing interactions with the global research community. In the past, these interactions
have involved more traditional means, including visits and conferences.
Such face-to-face interactions are absolutely essential to furthering
research. New developments in information technology open up numerous additional opportunities for closer integration of IIASA's work with
that of other research groups.
Elsewhere in this issue, we outline details of what NASA is doing to
improve its electronic connectivity with the international research community, with a particular emphasis on IIASA's World Wide Web site. When
I first arrived at IlASA I was disappointed to discover that our Internet
connection was extremely slow. With the cooperation of the Austrian
Government, we have increased the speed of this connection by a factor
of 31. This enhancement will ease the transfer of data from worldwide
databases to IIASA. Very importantly, this increased capacity will make
IlASA products and publications available to the rest of the world on a
more timely and efficient basis.
While a factor of 31 is
impressive, it is not sufficient to support truly interactive exchange of data
and voice that is essential
for many research undertakings and that is available i n many parts of the
world. As Austria and
Central Europe upgrade
their communications capabilities, IlASA will also.
In addition to improving
our international connectivity, we are taking a numDr. OwdDn J. h c D m d d
ber of steps internally so
/USA Dh-aOw
that access to and distribution of staff- and IIASA-relevant information, a major component of inhouse communications, are for the most part electronic. These moves
save both money and time.
In the longer term, Iwant to see all IlASA products and publications, with
the exception of our major books, available on our home page. Options,
the Annual Report and our Interim Reports, the successors to Working
Papers, are already available electronically. Soon, the world's research
community will be able to tap into the very extensive databases maintained by IlASA in areas such as forest management, population, land
use, and air pollution.

I hope very much that those interested in IIASA's work will make full use
of our improving capabilities in electronic communications and in this
way strengthen their research capabilities.
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burdens environment
and human health in Central
Europe
The Katowice region in southwestern Poland has the dubious honor of
bearing the greatest heavy metal pollution in Europe. In 1992, average air
concentrations were five times the
permissible levels for cadmium, eight
times for lead, and four times for SO2
(sulfur dioxide, the cause of acid
rain). So n~uchof these poisons has
accumulated in the soils that experts
warn of risks to human health as a
result of eating food grown in the area.
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The Katowice region is in the
"Black Triangle" - an area situated
between tile Oder and Elbe Rivers that
includes parts of Germany, Poland.
and the Czech Republic. In the shadow of the Iron Curtain, and operating
under communist economic principles. the Black Triangle was host to
energy-intensive industries that processed large volumes of impure raw
materials. Industrial point-source emissions were augmented by increasing
pollution from agriculture, transport,
municipal runoff, and sewer systems.
The region is a perfect illustration of
the traditional "immission landsc;~pr,"
where the regional pollution load is

closely connected to econonlic specialization and population density.
The Black Triangle and its 32 millioo inhabitants missed the shift to a
posf-industrial society experienced
during the 1970s by comparable areas
in the West. Until the fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989, the area lacked both an
enlightened environmental policy and
public awareness of post-industrial
Western development. With the resultant increase in openness came revelation of the dramatic environmental
degradation in the Black Triangle and
its impact on human health.
After decades of continuous
increases, emissions of pollutants
began to fall in the eilrly 1990s due to
political changes, accompanied by
economic decline and associated
drops in industrial output. Nevertheless, even with only small increments, excessive past accumulations
;~ncl continued deposition result in
tkangerous amounts of pollutants such
as heavy metals, particularly on the
local scale.

IlASAC Project
IIASA's Project on Regional Material Balance Appr(~dches to LongTerm Environmental Policy Planning,

concluded at the end of 1996, focused
on the long-term effects of chemical
pollution in the Black Triangle and on
the policy implications of the flows,
emissions, and accumulation of heavy
metals in the soil. The IIASA study
used a material flow approach with a
spatial, or geographic, perspective to
estimate development over the last 40
years and analyze problems conuected to long-term deposition. The future
problems of accumulated pollution
were analyzed within a framework of
scenarios until the year 2050.

Results
The lIASA study reached the primary conclusion that heavy metal pollution in so-called "hot spots" (i.e..
major industrial or coal mining areas,
power plants, large steel and chemical
plants) in Central Europe poses an
immediate threat to the health of local
populations. Soils with elevated heavy
metal concentrations should not be
used for growing food, but most still
are.
The political changes offer new
opportunities to combat pollution and
improve the environment in the
region. But modernization is sluggish,
due to inherited physical and institutional infrastructures, inefficient energy

use, fumhling economic recovery,
transitional uncertainties, and widespread unwillingness to implement
appropriate legislation and reform
hureaucracies. The lack of public concern and organized environmental
pressure groups is no help either.
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Remediation in the Black Triangle
requires special measures regarding
pollution control and land planning
and management. These include
developing soil quality inventories
and strengthening authorities responsible for land planning and management. Ilue to the significant contribution of energy use (especially lowgrade coal) to emissions. the gravity
of the present situation calls for environmentally friendly local heating and
similar energy systems, development
of district heating, and introduction of
biofuels, as well as improved planning.

IIASA Proposes New
R e s e a r c h P r o j e c t on
Social Security
Rapid aging of populations in most
IlASA member countries, arising from
low fertility and higher life expectancy,
leads to great concern about the longterm financial stability of current social
security schemes. Social security reform
is likely to remain a u)p priority for political aclion in the years to come. IIASA
was a e n t e r of research on tlemogrdphic
aspects of social security under Nathan
Keyfttz in the 1980s. In view of the growin$ seriousness and long-term global
nature of problems associated with pen-

economic impacts of population aging
and different scenarios for social secority reform at the global level.

Social Security Reform, Equity,
and Fairness; By applying insights
from a range of disciplines, including
risk and technology studies, social
choice theory, and anthropology, the
project will develop practical methods
for incorporating fairness analysis into
the design and implementation of
social security policies.

Social Saudty Reform Roundtables:
To focus project activities on research
needs in IlASA member countries, to
ensure that national perspectives are
taken into account, and to stimulate

The study predicts that the Black
Triangle will take decades to attain
environmental conditions cotnparable
with those in Western Europe. In
i~ddition,Germany's part of the region
will certainly progress differently and
more rapidly than those sections in
the Czech Republic and Poland.

i

The stutly further concludes that.

i although the region is a net exporter
j of pollutant emissions to other parts

;
;

slons and health care financ~ng,I I A ~ AIS
proposing to launch a new pmject, titled
"Social Security Reform (SSR)," subject to
Council appmval.

1

The worldwide trend of population
aging affect.. all counlries. In moredeveloped countries, IIASA projects that
the proportion of the population aged
over 60, around 18 percent in 1 9 5 , will
rise to about 34 percent in 2050. In lessdeveloped countries, the proportion is
expected t o rise from around 7 to about
17 percent.

of Europe, long-range atmospheric
pollution by most heavy metals does
not represent a large-scale problem
for most areas. Continued emissions at
; present or lower levels will not lead to
i further significant accumulation o u c
1 side hot spots.
Even so, rebuilding and renewal
will be more successful if not left to
the
affected
countries
alone.
Development of the region must be
regarded as an all-European issue.
i The Katowice area requires foreign
I support for economic restructuring
I and environmental clean-up, but
:
efforts must he well integrated and
: stimulate further development of local
I activities.
H

The objnive of the SSR project is to
improve policy making in this area by
deepening the research base and contributing to policy dialogue.
The project's activities are four-fold:

:

I

:

For Infortnation, contad:
Slefarr Anderberg
fe-wail: sa@geogr.ku.dk)

Population Aging, Social Security
Reform, and the International
Economy: The project will conduct
model-based studies analyzing the

policy dialogue, the project has
planned a series of two-day research
roundtables to stimulate national-level
policy dialogue and to encourage the
participation of international researchers.

Mathematical Methods for Analyzing Social Security Systems:
Drawing on IIASAs long-standing reputation as a center of applied mathematical research, the project will
sponsor a research roundtable for
experts in mathetnatical demography,
nonlinear dynamic systems, and stochastic optimization to discuss a research
agenda related to social security.
Landis MacKellar and Joanne
Linnemoth-Bayer are coordinating the
project.

For i?lforrnation,conlacl;
Joanne Linneroolh-Bayer
(e-mail: hayer@iiasa.ac.al)
Landis MacKellur
(e-rnail:mckellavQiiasu.ac.a~i

Controlling Ground-Level
Ozone in Europe

+

i
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i

The formation of ozone involves
chemical reactions, driven hy sunlight,
between NOx (nitrogen oxides) and
VOC (volatile organic compounds
excluding methane). IlASA scholars are
preparing a new model to be used in
the negotiations of a Second NO,
Protocol under the Convention on
Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution to liniit and reduce NO, emissions by European countries. IIASA
bases its experience in this field on its
development of the RAINS (Regional
Air Pollution
INformation and
Simulation) model, which, under the
same Convention, served as the basis
for the negotiations that led to the signing of the Second Sulfur Protocol by
dozens of European nations.

i

The IIASA group, consisting of

:
i
i
:

i

i

i members of the Transboundary Air
i Pollution Project, has constructed a

i

first version of an integrated assess-:nt model for tropospheric (ground,el) ozone in Europe, with elements
on emissions, emission control technologies and costs, ozone formation
and environmental impacts. Using the
model, the scholars have produced
exploratory optimization scenarios, (i)
asssessing the optimal response of
NO,/VOC control for increasingly
stringent constraints on ozone levels,
(ii) identifying the measures required
to compensate for non-compliance of
individual countries, and (iii) comparing the features of health-oriented and
vegetation-related strategies. However,
the present analysis restricted itself to
the ozone problem. The group plans
to address the complete multi-effect
problem Re., simultaneous consideration and optimization of acidification,
eutrophication and tropospheric
ozone) within the next few months..
For information, contact:
Markus Amann
(e-mail: amann@iiasa.ac.al)

A Siberian Forest Atlas
i

The importance of Russia's forest
sector is increasing as both national
and international policy makers strive
: to improve socio-economic and en: vironnlental conditions in Russia and

around the world. To develop appropriate forest management policies,
decision makers must have a clear
understanding of the extent of the
resource, which has implications for
the global economy and environment.
To this end, IIASA's Siherian Forest
Study (part of IIASA's Sustainable
Boreal Forest Resources Project) has
developed an ecoregional davabase
for Russia and Siberia. This product is
a component of a major database and
geographic information system, the
most comprehensive ever assembled
on Siberia and Russia, created by the
study's core team at IlASA and by its
collaborating network in Russia.
These unique data are presented in
the study's new Small Siberian Forest
Atlas. The report illustrates forest
characteristics in Siberia in map form
at an ecoregional level based o n the
forest inventory from 1993. This small
atlas presents only a selection of the
total parameters of the database. The
geographic areas covered in the atlas
include West and East Siberia and the
Far East of Russia.
W
For infonation, conlacl:
Sten Nilsson
(e-mail: nilcson@iiasa.ac.at)

Population Momentum and
the Demand on Land and
Water Resources
\Vill the Earth's land and water
resources be able to sustain a growing
population? Using data from the most
recent edition of the United Nations
Population Assess~nents and Projections, IIASA's project on Modeling
Land-Use and Land-Cover Changes in

Europe and Northern Asia is addressing the issue by studying linkages
between regional population increases
and the growing human pressure on
land and water resources. The project
has compared projected population
increases with estimates of land and
water resource availability.
Results indicate that, at the global
level, lack of arable land is not a
strongly limiting factor, provided there
are continued advances in technology
to support intensive agriculture in an
environmentally friendly way. This
need is urgent: the world's population
is expected to increase by 65 percent
by 2050, with most of that growth
likely within the next 30 years.
The research has identified crucial
world regions with respect to land
resources supporting fiiture population growth. For example, countries in
South-Central Asia - India. Bangladesh and Pakistan - already cultivate most of their land and have high
yield rates. Central America and
Southeast Asia face further deforestation to meet the food demands of
their growing population. China's situation appears to be less critical than
often stated: a slow population
growth and further development of its
resources will allow for increased
food production, provided large scale
environmental pollution and rapid
conversion of agricultural land for
industrial purposes can be controlled
successfully.
¤
For information, conlacl:
Cunther Fischer
(e-mail:f&her@iiasa.uc.ut)
or Gerhurd K. Heilig
(e-mail: heilig@iiasa.ac.ar)

How Governments, Industry
and NGOs put lnternational
Environmental Agreements
into Practice

Many environmental problems are
international; their causes or consequences cross political borders.
Combating these problems requires
coordination among states. In nearly
every case, states have organized their
responses to transboundary environmental problems via international
agreements. The pace of negotiating
such agreements has heen swift and
increasing. More than half of the
United Nations' List of 170 multilateral
environmental agreements have been
adopted in the last 25 years. Problems
such as trade in hazardous wastes,
global wafming, and depletion of the
stratospheric ozone layer are the subjects of agreements adopted only in
the last decade.
As the list of environmental agreements grows, IlASA has turned its
attention to analyzing how these
many international commitments are
implementecl, or how intentions are
put into practice. Under the title

"Implementation and Effectiveness of
International Environmental Commitments" (IEC), a three-year project has
conducted 14 historical case stutlies
on topics ranging from the regulation
of acid rain in Europe to the limitation
of trade in hazdrdous chemicals and
pesticides (see table on page 8). /1/

Some Puzzling Findings
Many of IEC's flndlngs contradict
conventional wisdom. For example,
the study found that:

- Compliance with legally hinding
international commitments is generally
high, but often formal commitments
only retlect what a country is already
doing. Thus, they have little influence on actual behavior. Compliance
with ambitious commitments that
were not binding under interna~ional
law was niuch lower, but often these
'$soft law" com~nimentsprove to be
highly influential on behavior

-

In many cases, industry panicipation has substantially increased the
effectiveness of international environmental commitments, contrary to fears
that industry would "capture" and
undermine the regulatory process.

- Efforts to build market-based
democratic institutions in the fornier
communist countries are also making
possible more effective implementation of international environmental
commitments. In Russia, the henefits
of these commitments are not yet evident because many factors have
impeded implementation. Western
assistance has had some impact, hut
much less than hoped and claimed.
- International environmental
agreements may total more than 1000,
leading some analysts to procl.aim that
"treaty congestion" is on the horizon.
The study found the opposite: multiple agreements usually reinforce each
other and often reinforce national
environmental policies; some "conflicting" co~nmitmentsare merely useful symbols that appease interest
groups but are never implemented.
Major expectations, along with
observations from the study, are presented below.

National lmplementation
Most IEC studies examined the critical processes by which international
environmental commitments are put
into practice at the national level.

-)

The studies traced implementation in
Western, market-based countries as
well as in countries (mainly Russia)
that are undergoing a transition to a
liberal, market-based society.
The studies demonstrate that there
is no standard implementation process.

Even similar countries adopt very different approaches; within countries,
the implementation process varies
markedly among sectors. Because
these differences make general'
difficult, IEC found that it
to narrow the inquiry.
focused on two m a j q
national implementat'

Over the last two decades, participation has expanded dramatically.
Previously, access to international and
national policy processes had been
exclusive to governmental officials
and a few "insider" industries. Today,
a wide range of public interest groups
also has formal access, and there are
calls for still Further expansion.

implementation process and whether
patterns of participation matter.

Expectation: Patterns of participation influence policy decisions and
behauior.
IEC Observation: Rising participation has certainly affected the process
of making and implementing internaa1 environmental commitments.
rts to expand participation have
resulted in greater access and
ngovernmental ors). Often the result

focused on increasingly common
omes of

based sources of pollution in the

what maners

e of efforts to
1 problems is

firms, and municipalities. Problems of
this kind are difficult to manage
because they often affect and require
regulation of thousands or millions of
actors, rather than a well-defined sector or group.

pressure groups.

iEC has focused on how these
many stakeholders participate in the

did find that pa
gets" of regulati
systematically influe
tiveness of internatio
and the national policr
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options for implementing international
commitments. That information, which
is often not available elsewhere, can
yield policies that are more realistic
and ultin~atelymore effective because
they better reflect industry's interests
and capabilities.
i

Expectation: Target
. groupparfici.
. pation could weaken an environmenla1 commitmenr.
IEC Observation: ~ l t h o u g htarget
panicipation yields many ben

IEC concludes that balanced participation during the implementation
process is crucial, but achieving it will
be difficult. One of the main tools
available to governments - changing
rules of accets for potential panicipants - often Ivds no influence on
who participates. Much more important are the costs and benefits of participation, whi
ult to influi
help
prmicip&

On the o n e hand, transition has
caused regulatory prohlenls because
of poor regulatory institutions, decentralization, and ineffective environmental taxes. Chains of decisions
required to implement policies have
grown more complex; consequently,
the opportunities for implementation
failure have increased. Far more
actors are relevant to policy action
than under central planning. The shift
ral control has suddenly precountries with the same
tern countries have
decades: how to

reflect the intere
tries and not th
ly

IEC bsetyatiod Today it is widely
assert , at @Os play a central role
in modtoQng $d enforcing compliance with lnternatibnal environmental
crucial, it is
ensure that
o their interns'larly, IEC found
e the risks of

In contrast, current policy debates
have emphasized the need to open

$

st hat

to obtain. The excep
areas such as wildlife
NGOs have been in operation

Societies in Transiffon
Countries that are making the transition from central planning face, and
produce, some of the most severe
environmental problems. Nuclear fallout from the Chernobyl accident is the
most notorious example, but the former centrally planned countries have
been among the largest conttibutors to
acid rain in Europe, pollulion of inter-

activity has caused a
in pollution. Howe
pollution intensity
nomic activity) has
example, official s
economic activity i
has dropped by 50
lution output declin
percent.

hold, the
simistic a

stratosphedc ozone
'

and networks that are crucial to monitoring and enforcement.
Other
NGOs derive direct benefits, such as
the highly visible actions to blockade
ocean dumping and whaling ships.
But the new generation of environmental problems caused by highly
diffuse activities often d o not lend
themselves to such high profile
enforcement activities. Many aitions
each contribute a small part of the
total problem; few, if any, are attracrive villains.

im

On the other hand, transition has

more than twice Ihat of all other IranSition

Ihe Iota' consumed
Germany and Ihe

and exceeds
by France,

Expectation: Transition is disruplive and 1hf1.simpedes implementation
of enuironmenlal commitments.
IEC Observation: The effectiveness
of environmental commitments in
transition economies has been mixed.

rational pricing of resources and open
political systems. Liberal politics has,
in some cases, led to more stringent
environmental policies. For example,
policies to limit marine dumping of
nuclear waste in Russia have been a
direct consequence of wider participation and of wider availability of information, which has allowed more
informed and influential participation
by stakeholders. However, in the for- +

mer Soviet Union implementation of
policies remains poor: the mvironmental benefits of transition are not
yet much in evidence.
Expectation: The West can be@ a
lot, especiallji u~ithfinanciulImt~fem.
IEC Obsewatlon: International
resources can be important, but generally they are not decisive. It is rare that
external resources provide more than
one-quarter of total money for environmental projects. Financial
schemes, such as "joint imp1
tion." can yield significant e
gains in theory, but IEC's
that joint i~nplementatio

f

rarely used. The IEC studies show
that in practice much implementation
review actually occurs, most of it performed by a wide array of institutions
and actors that are not formally
charged with these functions. In the
Baltic Sea regime, implementation
review has been extensive although
(until recently) no body has been formally charged wyh the t p k .

countries is withheld if those countries do not report their baseline data
within one to two years. And the difficult problem of Russia's noncompliance with the Protocol could not have
been resolved without a package of
financial assistance, backed by rxtmsive review and credible threats to
withdraw assistance. IEC's research
examined these and other examples
of SIRS in action.

n: Nalional dala reportation: Data are the
mentation review;
improve the effectiveness of agree-

poor1
overnments

direct assistance that facilitates compliance. and by providing infor~nation
ant1 assessments that make it easier to
adjust igreements over time.

data is typical1
IECs rest.arch sho
missing data is no
often effectively) a

ex, governments
er their efforts to

This novel systesn perspective
underscores the need to look far

A more intractable p
poor data quality. Nati

essful. Some may

observe and create institutions for

which impedes aU but

lity create a

conditional upon adequate implemen-

reporting, backed b

tments

ments that conta~

review.

been widely claimed: most implemen-

necess
countries are on
mmiunents in the
tauet assistance and
cenrives 21sneeded, rather than

the topic of much research nor high on
the policy agenda. Yet as interna~lonal
commiunents become more stringent,
and the mst and complexity of implementation rise, the need for effective
implementation review will grow.
Expectation: Systems for uerii.calion and enforcement are poor.
IEC Observation: Early research
on these issues demonstrated that formal mechanisms fur implementation
review have been scarce, weak, or

powerful carrots and sticks which
they use to enforce international
obligations. Increasingly, such tools
are used, and they work -especially
when the sannion has been to withdraw assistance. The combination of
soft measures, backed by harder
enforcement when necessary, has
been effective.
Under the Montreal Protocol, for
example, funding for developing

Effectiveness of Nonbinding

Agreements
The IEC research sought to determine under what conditions internzltional commitments actually influenced behavior. Fundamentally, influence on behavior is what is most
important, though in practice many
studies have focused on whether
nations are in cprnpliance while giv-

ing less attention to whether behavior
has actually changed.
research confirms what many
others have claimed: compliance with
legally binding commitments is high.
"owever, IEC results suggest that high
compliance reflects mainly that govto adopt
make
only those commitments wit11 which
they can comply. The influence of

Final Words
In the end, just how effective are
international institutions and agreemenfs a[ changing [he l~ehaviorsthat
cause environmental problems? IEC's
research shows that most changes in
behavior are not a consequence of
institutions and agreements. Rather,
ext
the

contrast, compliance with nonbin
commitments has been low, bu

/ I / In addition to historical casestudy research, the IEC project included development of a database on variables related to the effectiveness of
international
regimes and numerous
policy-oriented activities. David G.
Victor was the proiect co-leader in residence at IIASA, and Eugene B.
Skolnikoff,Wanment
Politica'
Science, MIT,USA, sewed as its nonresident co-leader. Projen participants were:
Steinar Andresen, Olav Schram Stokke,

en; Owen Greene and

influence on behavior.

effective internatio
are legally binding.

...
..UU.P,
fcrsity, USA;
LI.

isruhe, Gern
~Ilege,
dty of
cluded
51, US,
utc of
a; Prtt
World

agreements are

finding to the design of possible "noncompliance procedures" within the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

.........................................
willingness to adopt
lead to more effective co
especially when implemen
SIRS are present and active.
These findings suggest that nonbinding agreements can and should
become more common in handling
the new generation of environmental
problems - such as global warming
and loss of biological diversity which are tnarked by the need for
sometimes costly changes in behavior
as well as much uncertainty on how
much behavioral change is needed
and can be achieved.

Commitments, Cambridge, MA, MIT
Press (in press).

A list of all IEC publications is
available at:

http.J/www.Uasaarat/R~c/.

Note that IEC products puhlished hy
IlASA (Working Papers, Executive
Reports) are also available online at
the same address.

i Norway Becomes Member of
i

IlASA

lutants stands as a good example of
the all-imponant work of the organization on issues concerning glohal
change and sustainable development.
We are convinced that llASA will continue to play a crucial role in these
fields in the years to con~e."he says.

For information. conlacl:
Brigitte Gromus
(e-mail: gromus@iiasa.ac.al)

NSF-funded Program
Connects Scholars to Policy
Makers
IIASA recently hosted a group of
international scholars learning to
bridge
., the gap
.. . between global environmental research and local policy.

-

The Research Council of Norway
has become IIASA's seventeenth
National Member Organization.
The Research Council of Norway
coordinates that country's national
earch smtegy, promotes cooperan and coordination among
Norwegian academic institutions, antl
advises its government on science and
technology issues. Its goal is to
increase society's knowledge of science and technology, as well as
encourage innovation in industry and
the public sector.
By joining IIASA, the Research
Council of Norway formalizes a scientific collaboration between Norwegian
scientists and IlASA that has existed
for many years. "IIASA's central
research themes - addressing critical
issues of global environmental, economic and social changes - have
brought IIASA and Norwegian scientists together on many occasions,"
says Gordon J. MacDonald, Director
of IIASA. "We are pleased that these
connections will now be formalized
through Norway's membership," he
adds
Christian Hambro, Dlrector General
of the Research Council of Norway,
says that Norway attaches great
importance to the work undertaken
by IIASA. "The contribution IlASA has
made to recent negotiations on agreements to reduce emissions of air pol-

The scholars, studying under a fellowship program funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF),
took advantage of IIASA's in-house
expertise in global environmental,
economic and social change issues as well as its central European loc;~tion - to study the international
assessment of global climate change.
IlASA has a long-sranding tradition.
spanning more than two decades, in
global environment:ll assessment
research. Much of the path-breaking
work in this field was done at IIASA
or by researchers affiliated with llAS.4
activities.
In 1996, the NSF awarded a grant to
the Global Environmental Assessment
Project (GEA), based at Haward
University's Center for Science and
International Affairs, to bring together
each year for five years a group of
pre- antl post-doctoral fellows, competitively recruited from the US and
abrudd, to study and learn about global
environmental assessment and policy.
The goal is to advance understanding
of the role of formal assessnlent activities in societies' efforts to understand
global environmental change.
"No single discipline or methodological approach is sufficient on its
own to shed more than partial light on
the role of assessments in global environmental affairs." says Jill Jager,
Deputy Director of IIASA, adding,
"While ar IIASA, the fellows were able

to sample and learn from the range of
perspectives represented by colleagues from a variety of disciplines."
This year's fellows gave IlASA high
marks for its ability to support their
research. Of particular value was the
IIASA library: fellows from such
esteemed universities as Harvard and
Cornell said the IlASA depository was
far superior to environmental policy
collections at their respective institutes. Another advantage to researching at IlASA is ils ability to attract key
players in the environmental assessment field as staff researchers ant1 as
conference speakers; in one fellow's
words, IlASA attracts "all the people I
needed to meet."
This vear's GEA fellows. and the
titles of their research projects, were:
Shardul Agrau~ala,Princeton Upiversity, "Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Chz~nge (IPCC) Origins and
Process History"
Wendy Franr, Harvard University.
"Climate Change on the International
Policy Agenda"
Milind Kandlikar, Carnegie Mellon
University, "A System Perspective on
Assessment Production and Use"
Marybetb Long, Massachusetts Institute for Technology, "Climate Change
Impacts: Assessments, Public Knowledge, and Policy"
Clark Miller, Cornell University.
"Changing Ideas of Responsibility in
Glohal Governdnce (1979 - 1995)"
Karen Fisher-Vanden, Harvard University, "Policy Instruments in the Climate Change Debate: A Case Study of
the United States".

For informalion, conlacl:
Jill Jager fe-mail jaeger@iiasa.ac.at)

Countries Endorse IIASA's
Research Program
Representatives of governments that
support the 17 National Member
Organizations (NMOS) of IlASA met
informally on 30 October 1996 in
Laxenburg upon the invitation of the
Austrian Federal Ministry For Science
and Transport. The purpose of this
meeting was to review tile present
position of IlASA in the international
community of scientific
.
. institutions

between scholarly and policy communities in the East and the West,

and the developments that have taken
p l x e \Ince the formill h~gh-levelgovernnrentdl meeung in Novetnher 1994
on the future role of IlASA

ENDORSE IIASA research for
tleveloping regions and attention t o
North-South issues, and the importance of expanding, over time, such
connrcrions and research,
NOTE with approval the IIASA
Council's agreement on an updated
"Mission and Structure" statement,

Gordon J. MacDonald, Director of
IlASA since August 1996, opened the
meeting with a comprehensive report
on the Institute's research agenda and
the resources required to realize its
successfi~ldevelopment into the next
century (;lvailable on request from
IIASA). Based on sr~bsequent statements and discussions by the participants, including the government represenratives. Raoul Kneucker. Director
General of the Austrian Ministry and
chairman of the meeting, prepared a
summary that is intended to serve as
information in place of minutes of the
meeting and shoultl not be considered
a formal resolution.
In this summary, the chairman documents his understanding of the importance and priority all participants
assigned to the need for scientific
advances to promote a greater comprehension of global change, especially
its human dimensions: economic and
i technological transitions; and the
: application of systems
methods for
1 analysis of regional and global issues
1 including health, social security and

:

:

SUPPORT with enthusiasm the
new metnhership from Norway,
INVITE appl.opri.ate scientific or#anizdtions from Eurupean countries
not yet represented to join IIASA,

ARE CONCERNED [hilt membership of Iraly has lapsed, and express
the hope that this country will soon
rejoin the IIASA community,
URGE the IIASA Council u1 expand
the Institute's membership to appropriate scientitk organizations in countries from Asia. Africa, and South
America,

,

SUGGEST to the Council that IIASA
examine additional forms of collahoration, based, for instance, on joint
projects, "concerted actions" with

NMO countries, or on network5 makIng u5e of new opportunlttes created
by advanc~ng telecommunication
technologte?,
CONFIRM the Council's policy of
an open search and selection process
for the best qualified scientists from
current and potential NMO countries,
and
RECOGNIZE the importance both of
stable core funding for the Institute
thn~ughthe NMOS and of supplement;lry funding from other sources reflecting IIASA's value to diverse user communities; reiterate the need for financial
discipline and take note that ;I reform of
the contribution schedule will be an
issue on the Council's agenda.

The success of this meeting in promoting international support for IIASA
in the high-level policy community is
owed to contributions of the participmts, the host Austrian government,
and the organization by the Austrian
Federal Ministry for Science and
Transport, particularly Dr. Kneucker
ant1 his staff.
For informalion, conlact:
Claudia Hellig-Staindl
re-mail: staindl@iiasa.ac.at)

make the most of new opportunities
for interchange of scienrists and ideas
arising due to changes in the global
and political order.
Based on the developments of
llASA since 1994, the chairman concluded his meeting summary by stating his understanding that the panicipants:

REITERATE their support for IlASA
1 as a valuable and unique site of $us; tainetl international, interdisciplinary
j in-house research,
j

CONTINUE to vdlue the connectlon IlASA prov~des, e?pei~ally
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IIASA hosed five meetings last fall.
For more information, contact the person listed, Or check the Web edition of
Options at:

http://www.Uasa.ac.at/Options.
Semi-AnnualEnergy Tecbnology
Systems Analysis Programme
(ETSAP) Worksbop
30 October 8 November, 1996,
Iaxenburg, Austria
Contact: Leo Scbrattenbolzer
E-mail: leo@iiasa.ac.at

-

Low-Dimensional Dynamics of
Spatial Ecological Systems
7-9 and 14-16 November 1996,
Laxenburg, Austria
Contact: UlfDieckmann
E-mail: dieckman@iiasa.ac.af
Dialogue on Sustainable
Development of tbe Russian
Forest Sector
-14 November 1996, Russian
---demy of Sciences, MOSCOW,
Russia.
i Contact: Sten Nilsson
E-mail: nilsson@iiasa.ac.af

United Nations, Department of
Policy Coordination & Sustainable
Develooment for a contribution to
the UN Report on Major Trends and
Sustainable Development;
Potsdam
for Climate

Impacts in Integrated
Modeling of Air Pollution.

Impact Research for LUC Socioeconomic Data.

Electric Power Research Institute,
USA for the Joint Energy Modeling
Forum and International E n e c.,r ~ v
Workshop 1997;
National Bureau of Economic
Research Inc., USA for the
1nternatic)nal Workshop on Climate
Change: Integrating Science, Economics and Policy;
Potsdam institute for Climate
Impact Research for Integrated
Assessment of Climate Protection
Strategies (ICLIPS) - Technological
Development and a Supplement on
Technology Development.

Srrengtb and Advantages of
Eastern Europe EU's Net Gains
from Accession
5-7 December 1996, laxenburg,
Austria
Contact: Janos Gdcs
E-mail: gacs@iiasa.ac.at

-

Financfal Inflows to Transition
Economies
13-14 December 1996, Laxenburg,
Austria
Contact: Janos Gacs
E-mail: gacs@iiasa.ac.at

Research
G. r a.. n t s . . .

Enuironmenlally Comparible Eneru
Slralegies Project from:

Transboundary Air Po'ollulion Projeo
from:
European Commission, DG XI,
Environment, Nuclear Safety &
Civil Protection for Evaluation of Air
Quality Targets in the European Union;
European Commission, DG W ,
Science, Research & Development
for Potential for Use of Renewable
Sources of Energy in Asia and their
Cost Effectiveness in Air Pollution
Abatement;
European Environment Agency for
Integrated
Assessment
of
the
Environmental Effects of an Applicalion
of the Current EU Air Emission Standards
to CEE Countries;
Mjnistry of Housing, Spatial Piannlng
and the Environment, Netherlands
and the Norwegian Institute for Air
Research for Inclusion of Health
mrr

&

-
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Radialion Safely of the Biosphere
IJr?/ect from:
International Atomic Energy
Agency to develop a Dalabase and
Supporting Software of Nuclear
Installations Generating or Managing
Radioactive Waste in the Countries of
the Former Soviet Union.
rn
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Modeling Land-Use and LandCover Changes in Europe and
Northern Asia Project from:
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The following IIASA activities

Assessment
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Hot Off
the
Press
j For more information, conlacl:
I Eryl MddeI
i fe-mail: maedei@iinsa.ac.at).
Trade Growtb in Transih'on
Economies: Export Impediments
for Central and Eastern Europe
(R. Cooper and J. Gdcs, eds.)

TRADE
GROWTH IN
TRANSITION
ECONOMIES

ClLnrate Cbange: Integrating
Science, Economics, and Policy
(N. NakiCenovfc, W.D. Nordbaus,
R. Ricbels, and F.L. Totb, eds.)

IIASA9s Evolving
Web World
Rapidly developing comrni~nicarion
technologies have provided con~puter
users with the Wc~rld Wide Web
(WWW). Originating in the scientific
community, the Web has firmly established itself in public and commercial
domains. After just a few years we can
hardly recall what life was like before
this innovation.
Hack in 1994, IIASA's Weh site was
one of only about 1000 existing in the
world at the time. Today we are one
of a number soon to hrrak the
1,000,000 mark. The growing significance of Web and Internet are also
implied by the 32 pages devoted to
the extent and complexity of content
and (>rganization of the Internet and
the WWW in the Mlrch 1997 issue of
Scierzl@c American.
Development of IIASA's Weh site
has kept pace with the demands on
content and organized presentation.
The Web site provides in-depth information about the Institute, its research
projects, and up-to-date news on
events happening at or related to the
Institute. Web users from both outside
and inside IIASA are benefitting from
efficient access to an increasing
amount of quality information.
IIASA's research is at the heart of
the Institute's Web site . Just a few
examples (see back cover):
Transhoundary Air Poiiulion
Project provides a profile with illusrcrtions and an on-line order form of
the RAINS (Regional Air Pollution
INformation and Simulation) model
for Asia (an up-to-date version of
RAINS for Europe will be available
soon);
Modeling Land-Use and LandCover Changes in Europe and
Norlhern Asia Projecl: examples and
illustrations of 'its geogrdphical information system (GIS) databases;
Popuialion Project comprehensive
tables containing the numhers from
IIASA's renowned projections for the
future population of rhe world;

Suslainable Boreal Forest Resources
Pmjec,: highlights fro111 the GIS database ,
annual allowable cut
;~rountlLake Baikal, Russian transport
infr'ras~ructure,etc.).
Viewing on-line demos and ordering software produced at IlASA as
part of interdisciplinary, integrated
research efforts (including population, environmental and decision
analysis software) are now easily
possible. In addition, IIASA's publications catalogue is being continually
improved to provide user-friendly
search techniques and full texts of
papers on research projects' results in
the form of on-line interim reports
for downloading, on-screen reading
and ordering.
The Oplions magazine series is
now fully on-line, as is the Annual
Report, containing text, photos,
graphics and direct links from die articles to more detailed, project-specific
information on the individual research
project Web pages. Queries regarding
an article can be sent to the relevant
research scholar with a click of the
user's mouse button.
The "Whar's New" page provides
easy access to infortnation on future
conferences, seminars, special events
and visitors as well as the newest
press releases and notices of puhlications just off-press. Other general
information regularly updared includes the currmt research plan, news
and application forms for IIASrl's programs, fellowships, and awards for
young scientists, a list of the Institute's
National M e ~ ~ i h eOrganizations,
r
a
report on its founding and a tour of its
premises.
Try it You'll ltke it. Go to
http://www.iiasa.ac.at and enter
H
IIASA's Web World
Look in the next Oplrons for new5 on
developtnent of IlASA 7 general computlng environment

IIASA's redesigned home page
allows easy access to...

up-to-date information on what IS
happening at the
institute
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and much more
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